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defects on the electronic and
mechanical properties of two-dimensional MoSi2N4

Ankan Ghosh Dastider, a Ashiqur Rasul,a Ehsanur Rahmanb

and Md. Kawsar Alam *a

MoSi2N4 is a recently fabricated 2-dimensional indirect bandgap semiconductor material that has attracted

interest in various fields due to its promising properties. A defect-based thorough and reliable investigation

of its physical properties is indispensable in this regard to explore its industrial applications in the future. In

this work, a comprehensive vacancy defect-based analysis of the electronic and mechanical characteristics

of this material is conducted with varying defect percentages. We have analyzed the gradual change in

electronic properties of MoSi2N4 by performing first-principles density functional theory-based

investigation and presented a detailed analysis for point vacancies ranging from 0.297% to 14.29%,

revealing the transition of this monolayer from the semiconductor to metal phase. The gradual change in

mechanical properties due to the defect introduction has also been reported and analyzed, where the

Young's modulus, Poisson ratio, elastic constant, etc. are calculated by the stress–strain method using

Matrix Sets (OHESS). Further, we extend the investigation to the exploration of thermal and topological

characteristics and report the triviality of the MoSi2N4 material as well as the effect on specific heat,

entropy, and free energy with respect to temperature. We believe that the results presented in this study

could assist the process of incorporating MoSi2N4 in future 2D electronics.
1. Introduction

Isolating thin layers of materials from their 3-dimensional bulk
parent compounds has been the center of attraction since the
discovery of monolayer graphene back in 2004 which was
a milestone for future research on 2D materials.1 Tremendous
interest in this eld led to the discovery of many other 2D
materials like transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD), transi-
tion metal nitrides (TMNs), phosphorene, hexagonal boron
nitride, etc.2–4 Very recently, in 2020, a novel 2D material
MoSi2N4 has been synthesized using the chemical vapor depo-
sition (CVD) method in a Cu/Mo bilayer substrate.5 In addition,
the study used rst-principles density functional theory (DFT) to
compute the electronic characteristics of the synthesized
compound. DFT-predicted more general XY2M4 materials
(X = W, V, Nb, Ta, Ti, Zr, Hf, Cr; Y = Si, Ge; M = N, P, As) that
emerged later on.6–11 The structure of MoSi2N4 is composed of
a MoN2 monolayer sandwiched between two Si–N bilayers. It is
an indirect bandgap material with a bandgap of 1.94 eV. The
intrinsic electron and hole mobilities are predicted to be 270
cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1200 V−1 s−1, respectively,5 which are notably
greater than those of previous 2D materials like MoS2. The
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discovery of new material like this one having exciting proper-
ties calls for various sorts of analysis to check its applicability in
relevant elds.

Various types of contact-based analysis and bandgap
engineering-based methods have been investigated on this
material.6,12,13 Structural defects like vacancies are almost
unavoidable during the fabrication process or synthesis of 2D
materials.14–18 These inevitable defects appear in various forms
regardless of the level of precision of synthesis. Defect analysis
in this kind of material is therefore an imperative task that plays
an important role in determining the electronic, mechanical,
magnetic, and many other properties. Defects can enforce
localized electronic properties, changing swily from the 2D
material themselves, let alone their 3D parent compounds.
However, in the literature, there exists a lack of analysis on the
characteristics of MoSi2N4 in the presence of vacancies. In ref.
19, ab initio calculation-based analysis is presented on the basis
of the chemisorption of F-, H- and O-atoms on the MoSi2N4

monolayer along with substitutional doping by As, F, Ge, O, and
P atoms in the low concentration range, and vacancy defects by
removing single N, Si, or both atoms. All defects are reported to
decrease the MoSi2N4 monolayer bandgap. In ref. 20, the
authors reported that the N and Si vacancies generate magnetic
moments, introducing half-metallicity in this compound.
However, these studies didn't present thorough and successive
transitions in the characteristics of this material due to the
presence of various amounts of defects. Considering the real-
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316 | 5307
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life scenario where these types of vacancies are likely to be
detected, it is quite imperative to comprehend the electronic
characteristics of these vacancies. This type of analysis is also
essential to pave the way for high-performance nanoelectronic
devices.

Vacancies, a special form of defect, can be categorized into
various classes; such as point vacancy, bi-vacancy, edge vacancy,
and a mixture of all these. However, vacancy defect is the most
common and abundant defect in some 2D materials like the
TMDs.21 In this study, we have analyzed the gradual change in
electronic properties of MoSi2N4 due to various vacancy levels in
monolayer MoSi2N4 performing rst-principles DFT investiga-
tion. Following the estimation of formation energy present in
the literature to understand stability, we put emphasis on the
point vacancies ranging from 14.29% to as low as 0.279%. The
gradual change in mechanical properties due to the defect
introduction has also been reported. For these varying
Fig. 1 (a) Topview, (b) sideview, (c) DFT-calculated band structure, and
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scenarios, Young's modulus, Poisson ratio, elastic constant, etc.
are calculated by the stress–strain method using Matrix Sets
(OHESS). The relevant results are compared with the existing
experimental ones for benchmarking and extended covering
a variety of parameters with their analysis. In addition, as part of
our routine study, we report the thermal properties and
demonstrate the topological triviality of this material. Detailed
computational details are presented for each of the calcula-
tions. This study demonstrates some exciting properties of this
material and their semiconductor-to-metal alterations,
mechanical behaviors, and their transitions which may
contribute to the future applications of this material.
2. Computational details

DFT-based rst-principle calculations22,23 presented in this
study are performed using Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package
(d) PDOS plot of monolayer MoSi2N4.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a MoSi2N4-331 supercell with Si-
vacancy defect. For visualization, only the defected Si–N layer is
presented.
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(VASP).24,25 The plane-wave basis projector augmented wave
(PAW) method26,27 is used along with the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional.28 The DFT-D3 method of Grimme29 was followed to
hold the presence of the weak van der Waals (vdW) forces. The
kinetic energy cut-offwas set to 520 eV. The automatic k-mesh is
used in the gamma-centered Brillouin zone with grids of 12 ×

12 × 1 for the geometric optimizations and 30 × 30 × 1 for
electronic calculations. The convergence criteria for electronic
and ionic relaxations are set to 10−6 eV and 10−5 eV Å−1,
respectively. In order to avoid any interaction between two
neighboring layers, a 25 Å vacuum was kept in the z-direction. It
is to be noted that in our calculations, generally a more accurate
hybrid DFT using the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE) func-
tional is not used. The reason behind this is the overestimation
of bandgap using the HSE functional reported widely in the
literature for these structures while the PBE functional gives
a closer approximation to experimental data.5,13 The strongly
constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN)30 meta-GGA
functional provided the same bandgap and band structure as
the GGA one. It is to be noted that some new exchange-
correlation potentials proposed in the recent literature (e.g.,
LMBJ,31 TASK,32 and mTASK33 meta-GGA functionals) which
may have potential applications in the future for a better
manifestation of 2D semiconducting and semi-metallic
systems.34,35

The top and side views of a monolayer MoSi2N4, along with
its band structure are shown in Fig. 1. The optimized lattice
constant of this structure is MoSi2N4 is a = b = 2.91 Å. It is
a hexagonal structure with a space group of P6m1. The DFT-
calculated indirect bandgap is found to be 1.74 eV, which
matches perfectly with the literature.5,13

Elastools36 was used to study the mechanical and elastic
properties of the material. The stress–strain method is adapted
for the accurate determination of characteristics and optimized
for a high-efficiency strainmatrix set. For obtaining the accurate
phonon band structure and thermal properties, Phonopy37 is
used, that adopts the nite displacement method to calculate
phonon structure. This method requires the generation of
a supercell in the range of 15–20 Å. We created a supercell of 4×
4 × 1 to fulll the requirement and aer successful relaxation,
symmetry resolving produces nite atomic displacement
congurations. Self-consistent eld calculation is performed on
each of the 14 atomic displacement congurations and their
output is used to produce the force constants of the material.
For inspecting the topological characteristics, Wannier90 (ref.
38) code is applied in the library model to generate the maxi-
mally localized Wannier functions and WannierTools39 is used
for further processing.

3. Results and discussion

Point vacancy is a special type of vacancy defect where an atom
disappears from the lattice in a random manner. In this study,
for the vacancy defect analysis of MoSi2N4, we have considered
varying percentages of Si-vacancy (VSi) and N-vacancy in the Si–
N layer (VN or VNout). N-vacancy in the MoN2 layer, represented
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
as VNin, isn't considered due to their high formation energy than
the ones used in this study. Therefore, VSi and VN vacancies are
comparatively the most likely vacancies to appear, as the more
probable structure holds low formation energy.19,20 It is proved
in ref. 20 that VN is the most likely vacancy to appear in the
structure, followed by the VSi. VMo, on the other hand, is unlikely
to appear and therefore has not been considered in this study.

The defect percentages are varied and the material proper-
ties for these different percentages are calculated accordingly.
An atom is removed from the cells to create a vacancy inside
them, as shown in Fig. 2, where one of such combinations is
presented. Here we have incorporated a 1.58% defect by elimi-
nating one Si atom from the 3 × 3 × 1 supercell. Removing an
atom from the unit cell results in a 14.286% defect. Similarly,
for the 221 cell, the defect level becomes 3.571%. Defect of
14.286% is not a realistic value, but in this study, we created
defects in up to a 771 supercell, resulting in as little as 0.292%
defects. It is to be noted that increasing cell size heightens the
computational time exponentially. For example, with a cong-
uration of 36 G RAM, P100 Pascal GPU, the total CPU time is
5669.465 s for the unit cell (6 atoms), 10 591.838 s for the 221
supercells (27 atoms), and 48 811.586 s for the 331 supercell (62
atoms).

3.1 Transition in metallic behavior

In this study, the electronic property of MoSi2N4 is calculated in
a comprehensive way with varying vacancy percentages. In order
to capture the results with a low level of defects, larger and
larger cells were created. In the ESI materials of ref. 40, the
authors demonstrated a total of 30 structures of MoSi2N4. The
study used a and b phases of the two Si–N layers, and the 2H
and 1T phases for the MoN2 layer. The different phases of MoN2

layer was sandwiched between the different phases Si–N layers
to create these different combinations. We incorporated VN, the
most likely defect, on six of them: a-1, a-2, a-3, a-4, b-1, and b-2.
The band structure of each of the six structures with and
without defects is presented in Fig. 3. It is evident that for each
of them, there is a transition to metallic behavior due to the
presence of VN. It is to be noted here that a-1 is the
most probable structure among all.40 The result is presented in
Table 1.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316 | 5309



Fig. 3 (a)–(f) Band structure of six different structures of monolayer MoSi2N4 with and without VN. It is apparent that the vacancy defect leads to
overlapping valence and conduction bands for all these structures. The observed states and bandgaps are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Bandgaps or observed states in six structures of MoSi2N4 with
and without an N-vacancy. The bandgaps are noted for the pristine a-
1,2,3 phases, and a-4, b-1,2 are in metallic state. The N-vacancy
ensures metallic states in all these structures

Phase

Bandgap (eV) or state

Without vacancy With VN

a-1 1.731 Metallic
a-2 0.013 Metallic
a-3 0.206 Metallic
a-4 Metallic Metallic
b-1 Metallic Metallic
b-2 Metallic Metallic

RSC Advances Paper
Next, a detailed analysis of the change inmetallic behavior of
MoSi2N4 due to the presence of various amounts of defect
percentages is performed. We considered 14.29%, 3.57%,
1.59%, 0.571%, and 0.292% of defects by eliminating a Nitrogen
atom from 111 (unit cell), 221, 331, 551, and 771 supercells,
respectively. As larger supercells are required to reduce the
defect percentage, the computational expense increases mani-
fold. The acquired band structures of these calculations, along
with their corresponding Projected Density of States (PDOS)
plots, are presented in Fig. 4.

We observe here that as the vacancy percentages decrease,
there is a clear transition in the metallic behavior of this
material. For the highest percentage (14.29%, created by
reducing a single N-atom from the Si–N layer of a unit cell),
there is a clear overlapping region of conduction and valence
band, apart from having a Fermi-level crossing. As the
percentages decrease, a gap between the conduction and
5310 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316
valence bands starts to appear, but the Fermi-level crossing is
still present. For Si, on the other hand, the overlapping region of
conduction and valence band exists before 0.292% (created by
reducing a single N-atom from the Si–N layer of a 771 supercell).
We note a semi-metallic behavior at this amount of vacancy.
The summary of the obtained result is shown in Table 2.
3.2 Mechanical properties

Mechanical characteristics of materials are not only essential
variables in their application sectors, but they are also crucial in
terms of materials science and material creation. Since the
successful creation of graphene with an atomic thickness, 2D
materials have gotten a lot of interest because of their unique
features, especially their remarkable mechanical qualities like
high Young's modulus and strength. Two separate parameters
known as the equation of state and strength are typically used to
explain a solid's reaction to a mechanical deforming process.
The toughness of materials are generally calculated using the
strain-energy technique or the stress–strain approach whereas
the stress–strain approach, being more precise, is computa-
tionally more expensive.36

Strain matrix sets are required for the computation of
second-order elastic constants and their derivative characteris-
tics.41 Elastool may use three distinct strain matrix sets: the
optimal high-efficiency strain matrix set (OHESS),42 the
universal linear independent coupling strains (ULILCS), and the
all single element strain matrix set (ASESS).43 Although each has
its own benets and drawbacks, the optimal high-efficiency
strain matrix set (OHESS) is best suited for calculating 2D
materials with minimal strain levels and little processing effort.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Band structures and projected density of states (PDOS) of a-1 MoSi2N4 monolayer with different (a)–(e) N and (f)–(j) Si-defect
percentages. For VN, the metallic to semi-metallic transition is observed at around (d) 0.571% defect, whereas the same is noted in VSi for around
(j) 0.292% defect. Plotted in −1.5 to 1.5 scale for better visualization.
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The elastic constants of a material can be obtained from the
relation between the stress si and its induced strains ej ; that is
si ¼

P
Cijej; where strain ej is applied and corresponding

stresses are calculated. The deformation matrix applied is
expressed as:

D ¼ I þ e (1)

where I is the 3× 3 unit matrix and e is the strain matrix in Voigt
notation. For a layered 2Dmaterial, the crystal plane is assumed
to be in the XY plane and the strain matrix is:
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
2
66664

e1
e6

2
0

e6

2
e2 e4

0 0 0

3
77775 (2)

4 levels of strains: 0.6%, 0.3%, both as tensile and
compressive, is applied as deformations to the relaxed struc-
ture. These structures then undergo self-consistent eld calcu-
lation to determine the stress matrix.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316 | 5311



Table 2 Observed states in a-1 MoSi2N4 due to N and Si-vacancy (VN

and VSi). The transition occurs in a relatively small defect-percentage,
which is smaller for VN that VSi

Percentages
(%)

State

For VN For VSi

14.286 Metallic Metallic
3.571 Metallic Metallic
1.587 Metallic Metallic
0.571 Semi-metallic Metallic
0.292 Semi-metallic Semi-metallic

RSC Advances Paper
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are calculated on the
basis of the arithmetic average of the Voigt and Reuss bound44

by the following equations:

E ¼ 9BG

3BþG
(3)

n ¼ 3B� 2G

2ð3BþGÞ (4)

The phase velocity v and polarization of the 3 waves along
a xed propagation direction dened by the unit vector n are
given by Christoffel equation as:45

(Cijklnjnk − rv2dij)uij = 0, (5)

where Cijkl is expressed by a 4-tensor in 3D space, which is
basically the tensor description of the elastic constants, n is the
propagation direction, and u is the polarization vector. The
Debye temperature depends on a number of parameters
including the average wave velocity, which depends on longi-
tudinal wave velocity and shear wave velocity as:

vm ¼

2
6666664
1

3

0
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2�G
r
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þ 1
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r

�3
2

1
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3
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3

(6)

Here average wave velocity is vm, and
�
Bþ 4G=3

r

�1
2
is the

longitudinal wave velocity and
�
G
r

�1
2
is the shear wave velocity.

The Debye temperature is expressed as:

QD ¼ hvm

kB

�
3n

4p

��
NAr

W

�
NAr

W

��1
3

; (7)
Table 3 Benchmarking the mechanical properties with experimental re

Material
MoSi2N4 (ab
initio calculation)

Poisson ratio 0.28
Elastic constant C11 (N m−1) 540
Elastic constant C12 (N m−1) 151.64
Young's modulus (GPa) 497.55

5312 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316
where h, kB, n, NA, r, M are Plank's constant, Boltzmann's
constant, number of atoms in the cell, and Avogadro's number,
density, and mass of the unit cell, in order.

In this study, 11 different types of mechanical parameters are
investigated with and without the appearance of N-vacancy
defects. At rst, the parameters are calculated for the defect-
less unit cell. Table 3 demonstrates the differences between
experimental values and mechanical values calculated through
the ab initio calculation method for Poisson ratio, elastic
constants, and Young's modulus. It clearly shows that our
calculated values closely match to the experimental ones. Also
we note that MoSi2N4 has superior elastic properties compared
to MoS2; Young's modulus is more than twice in MoSi2N4 than
that of MoS2. The Poisson's ratio and elastic constants are also
greater in MoSi2N4.

Next, we extended the calculation for all 11 parameters for
cells with VN. We considered 4 cases with vacancy: from 0% to
4.762%. Table 4 lists the total number of elastic parameters
that are determined from the study with varying defect levels.
The mean pressure, elastic constant (C11, C12), Debye
temperature, sound velocities (VLA, VSA, VMA), Young's
modulus, shear modulus, bulk modulus, and Poisson ratio are
reported here.

The Debye temperature corresponds to the elastic qualities
with the thermodynamic properties, such as phonons, thermal
expansion, thermal conductivity, specic heat, and lattice
enthalpy.51 It provides a decent estimate for the low-
temperature heat capacity of crystalline, insulating substances
when other contributions (such as highly mobile conduction
electrons) are insignicant. For metals, the electron contribu-
tion to heat is proportional to T, which dominates at low
temperatures the Debye result for lattice vibrations, T3. In this
instance, it can only be argued that the Debye model is
approximate for the lattice contribution to the specic heat. It is
also believed to hold a relationship with energy bandgap.52 In
our calculations, we note that the temperature decreases with
increasing defect levels, but it is not consistent. For the unit cell,
the temperature is 1562.84 K, which reduces to 1350.6 K for
a 3.57% defect percentage.

Poisson's ratio is another valuable indicator of how much
a material deforms under stress (stretching or compression).
It is imperative for mechanical engineering as it enables the
selection of materials according to the required purpose. It
is a crucial characteristic for describing the elastic defor-
mation behavior of a material.53 Indeed, the enormous
magnitude of programmable Poisson's ratio allows mate-
rials to exhibit shape-morphing capability and signicantly
enhanced mechanical characteristics, including strength,
sults and comparison with MoS2

MoSi2N4 (experimental) MoS2

0.28 (ref. 46) 0.254 (ref. 47–49)
539 (ref. 10) 149.42 (ref. 48 and 49)
152 (ref. 10) 32.6 (ref. 48 and 49)
491.4 � 139.1 (ref. 5) 270 � 100 (ref. 47, 48 and 50)

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 4 Calculated mechanical properties for various defect percentages

Defect level 0.000% 1.580% 2.381% 3.570% 4.762%

Mean pressure (GPa) 0.10 0.27 0.32 0.05 0.05
Elastic constant C11 (N m−1) 540.14 513.5 504.19 454.88 481.60
Elastic constant C12 (N m−1) 151.64 191.23 188.89 164.09 158.38
Debye temp. (K) 1562.84 1431.4 1448.24 1350.6 1399.04
VLA (km s−1) 10.70 10.46 10.61 9.88 10.05
VSA (km s−1) 6.42 5.86 5.93 5.59 5.82
VMA (km s−1) 5.91 5.45 5.52 5.19 5.39
Young's modulus (N m−1) 497.55 442.28 455.23 395.68 420.29
Shear modulus (N m−1) 194.2 161.13 165.58 145.39 158.14
Bulk modulus (N m−1) 345.91 352.37 363.98 309.48 313.12
Poisson ratio 0.28 0.37 0.34 0.36 0.33
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indentation resistance, fracture toughness, energy absorp-
tion, etc.54

Most materials have Poisson's ratio values ranging between
0.0 and 0.5, like the one used in this study. We note that the
ratio always increases for the defect (>0.3) than the one for the
unit cell. Therefore, we can tune the tensile compression of this
material by introducing defects. The elastic constants are
imperative parameters for analyzing the mechanical properties
of materials, the other parameters are calculated based on
these. The values of these constants deviate from their initial
pristine monolayer value due to the appearance of vacancies, as
apparent from Table 4. We also report several other parameters,
which demonstrate the material's ability to alter its mechanical
properties as a result of defect introduction.

The trend in different modulus values with the varying defect
levels is presented in Fig. 5. We can note here that except for
Young's modulus, other elastic properties remain constant with
changing defect levels and all the structures with defects show
mechanical stability. These structures of MoSi2N4 are mechan-
ically stable if the Born stability criteria55,56 is satised. The Born
stability criteria are dened as:

C11 + 2C12 > 0, C44 > 0, C11 − C12 > 0 (8)
Fig. 5 Variation in Young modulus, shear modulus, and bulk modulus
with varying defect percentages.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
For all the structures, the required criteria are met. So these
structures are mechanically stable ones.

3.3. Thermal properties

We expand our study towards the exploration of a few basic
thermal properties of MoSi2N4. The phonon serves crucial roles
in a variety of dynamical behaviors and thermal characteristics,
both of which are fundamentally important aspects of material
science. The energy E of a phonon system can be expressed as:37

E ¼
X

ħuqj

2
66412þ

1

exp
ħuqj

kBT

3
775; (9)

where T, kB, and ħ are the temperature, the Boltzmann constant,
and the reduced Planck constant, respectively. Different types of
thermal properties, e.g. constant volume heat capacity CV,
Helmholtz free energy F, and entropy S can be calculated with
respect to the temperature.

Fig. 6 shows the phonon band structure and phonon density
of states calculated. In the plot, we note that there is no negative
frequency component, which solidies the claim of structural
stability of MoSi2N4. These results perfectly match with the
results available on ref. 5 and 57. Next, we calculated the
thermal properties like free energy, entropy, and specic heat
calculated for the MoSi2N4 monolayer (Fig. 7). We note that
although free-energy decreases with increasing temperature,
both entropy and Cv are increasing.

3.4. Topological properties

Novel topological states have garnered considerable interest
during the last several decades. Since the quantum spin hall
effect (QSHE)58 was predicted in 2005 and realized in HgTe/
CdTe quantum wells in 2007, an increasing number of topo-
logical novel states have been discovered, such as 3D topo-
logical insulators, Dirac,59 Weyl semimetals,60 Hourglass
fermions,61 Nodal line semimetals,62 and nodal chain metals,
etc. Currently, a large number of novel topological phases are
developing, and an increasing number of materials are being
recognized as topologically nontrivial. Therefore, we extend
our analysis to explore the topological nature of MoSi2N4. For
investigating these properties, the following projections were
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316 | 5313



Fig. 6 (a) Phonon band structure and (b) phonon density of states of MoSi2N4.

Fig. 7 Free energy, entropy and specific heat of MoSi2N4 with respect
to increasing temperature.

RSC Advances Paper
chosen: d orbital for the Mo atom, p orbital for the Si atom,
and p orbital for the N atom. Thus a total of 23Wannier centers
are used with 140 bands for accurate calculation. The
Fig. 8 Surface states comparison between (a) MoSi2N4 and (b) MoS2.

5314 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 5307–5316
disentanglement window is set from −20 to 30 eV, and the
frozen window is set from −11.5 to 4 eV with a total number of
disentanglement iterations set as 1000 and convergence iter-
ation as 20. Disentanglement and frozen windows are chosen
from projected band structures of different atoms and their
related orbitals to enclose the preferred band near the Fermi
surface. In order to check the correctness of wannierization,
Wannier interpolated band structure is plotted with the band
path as K–G–M–K. We also incorporated spin–orbit coupling
(SOC) in the calculations to consider spin interactions. In the
WannierTools post-processing step, a 101 × 101 × 1 k points
grid is used and the Fermi energy is set to −0.202 and
projections in the conventional <010> direction. Fig. 8 shows
the observed surface states of MoSi2N4 along with MoS2,
another 2D material with auspicious properties, for a relative
comparison. As we can observe, the later material has a Dirac
cone in the Fermi level at the Gamma point, however, such
a cone is not visible in the case of MoSi2N4. It is evident that
MoSi2N4 is topologically trivial.

The Fermi velocity is another key parameter of a material, it
contributes to the device characteristics as well. The Fermi
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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velocity of MoSi2N4 is found to be 2.96 × 106 m s−1, similar to
the popular 2Dmaterial graphene which has a Fermi velocity up
to 3 × 106 m s−1.63

It is to be noted that in this study, we have focused on the
effects of vacancy defects in the MoSi2N4's properties. There
could be other types of defects in this material, including
substitutional defects, dislocations, etc., manifesting different
phenomena. The effect of the number of layers could also
change the material properties. Defects in these novel struc-
tures could lead to other exciting elds of applications.
However, these topics are out of the scope of this study and are
some potential sector for future works.
4. Conclusion

In this work, we have reported a detailed analysis on various
material properties of MoSi2N4 with a special focus on defect-
based deviations on these properties. A comprehensive defect-
based analysis of the monolayer of this material has been
presented by varying the percentages of vacancy defects where
the results display a clear transition from semiconductor to
metallic behavior for a certain amount of defects. The
mechanical properties of these materials demonstrated some
deections in the properties of this material due to the defects,
which is revealed by exploring the elastic constant, Debye
temperature, Young's modulus, shear modulus, bulk modulus,
Poisson ratio, etc. It is found that all the structures with varying
percentages of defects are mechanically stable. Thermal and
topological properties were also inspected as part of routine
analysis on this material, demonstrating the relation between
free energy, entropy, and specic heat with respect to
temperature and also the topological triviality of this material.
Detailed computational details have been presented for each
of the calculation. This work deals with some exciting prop-
erties of this material and their transitions in a more realistic
way and therefore holds a high potential for future applica-
tions of this material.
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